Molecular machines are molecules with moving parts that allow them to undergo a mechanical cycle. The smallest of these, which consist of just a few atoms, can be driven to execute directional mechanical cycles by adding or withdrawing components of the bathing solution or by using alternating laser illumination. For these humandesigned molecular machines, the key problem currently under study is how to amplify and synchronise their molecular-scale mechanical cycles so that teams of machines can be made to do useful work (Ke 2017) .
Living systems, by contrast, have already solved this key engineering problem many times, through relentless natural selection over billions of years. The molecular machines found in living systems still consist of only a few thousand atoms, yet these are able to do useful work, sum up the workcontributions produced by teams of multiple molecular machines and respond predictably to control signals. Excitingly, there is evidently much still to be discovered about their mechanisms and capabilities.
This Molecular Machines session in the 2017 IUPAB meeting, and the associated collection of reviews in this Special Issue, showcases some of the best current work on the mechanisms of natural molecular machines, on engineering and controlling their mechanisms and on molecular teamwork.
Andreas Bausch describes his work on the entrainment of actin filaments in the sliding filament assay and on active remodelling of membranous vesicles by teams of microtubules and motors (Suzuki and Bausch 2017) . Zev Bryant is doing spectacular work on re-designing and re-engineering natural molecular motors, opening up new technical possibilities whilst at the same time testing our current understanding of motor mechanism to its limits (Nakamura et al. 2014 ). The ribosome is a protein machine that makes other protein machines and is arguably the most sophisticated molecular device in the cellular universe. Sarah Adio tracks its mechanical cycle at the single-residue scale (Sharma et al. 2016) . Living cells are societies of molecular machines. Lukas Kapitein is seeking to understand and steer inter-machine interactions that control intracellular transport, and he discusses how kinesin motors are sorted into the axons and dendrites of neurons (Franker et al. 2016 ). Ryota Iino is currently analysing the mechanical cycle of chitinase, a processive molecular machine that moves unidirectionally along crystalline chitin. Finally, Arne Gennerich is doing some of the best current work on the stepping mechanism of cytoplasmic dynein, which hauls cargo rapidly towards the minus ends of microtubules in cells (Nicholas et al. 2015) .
